
Terms and Conditions
By using Quest’s platform, you agree to be bound by Quest’s terms and conditions.

Please read the terms and conditions carefully before agreeing to them and using the Quest
platform, if you do not agree to be bound by our terms and conditions, then refrain from using the
platform.

The terms and conditions are concluded between us and the User only, and not with Apple Inc or
Google inc., and Apple Inc. or Google Inc. are not responsible for the Quest App or the content
thereof. You agree that Apple Inc, Google Inc, and their subsidiaries are third-party beneficiaries of
the terms and conditions, and that, upon your acceptance of the terms and conditions, Apple and
Google will have the right (and will be deemed to have accepted the right) to enforce the terms
and conditions against you as a third-party beneficiary thereof.

The Quest Platform
The Quest platform facilitates the connection, communication and payment of service between

customers and freelancers.

Services are offered on Quest through freelancers choosing an expertise that can be offered to
customers. Services are provided directly from freelancers to customers. Freelancers on the Quest
platform are paid on an hourly basis or on a fixed basis. However, the pricing shown on the
profiles of freelancers will always include their hourly rate including VAT, whereas you must make
an agreement with them for a fixed rate. Customers and freelancers have full discretion whether
they would like to cooperate.

When trying to book a service, customers will choose the service expertise they are interested in,
for example, house cleaning. Customers will then be met with all the available freelancers who can
offer this service. Once they have chosen a freelancer of their choice, they will need to send them
a booking request which will contain information about the service that has been booked, a task
description and more. Prior to the start of the task, a freelancer will set an estimated task time and
an estimated price for the task and will determine whether the task is hourly or fixed price. Upon
completion of the task, the freelancer will fill out an invoice, including extras, requesting the
customer to pay for the task. Funds will be held in escrow from booking as Stripe reserves the
amount immediately. Once the customer marks the task as completed will payment then be
released.

Tasks and Services

Quest freelancers earn money by completing tasks set out by customers. A task is adjourned once
the job has been satisfactorily completed and payment has been received. When creating an



account, freelancers choose which services they would like to offer at what rate. Each service
category contains expertise that explains what tasks they are able to help with. The main
categories are;

● Gardening
● Handyman

● Cleaning

● Pets

● Events

● Business

● Marketing

● Design

● Digital Services

● Software Developer

Payments Between Parties

Quest has a payment gateway integrated into the app that facilitates payments between
freelancers and customers. This payment gateway handles payments for services and also allows
freelancers to regularly receive their earnings. Freelancers determine their own prices for tasks.
Payments via the gateway are made using either credit cards or Apple Pay which means that credit
card information is required in order to make payments on Quest. Freelancers are solely
responsible for the fulfilment of their tax assessments and are in charge of paying taxes to the
relevant tax authorities.

Communication

For the purpose of communication between freelancers and customers, users must use the in-app
chat to communicate with each other. Sharing contact details via Quest such as phone numbers is
not allowed. We reserve the right to restrict access to users posting their phone numbers in the
description for their own privacy and security. Communication between freelancers and
customers is first possible when a task has been requested by a customer.

By accepting these terms and consenting to our promotional marketing, you allow Quest to send
promotional emails to email addresses linked to your Quest account. If you do not wish to receive
newsletters and announcements, you can unsubscribe by clicking the “unsubscribe” button
located at the bottom of the email. You also agree with the fact that the Quest platform uses push
notifications and SMS notifications. We use push notifications to ensure that users are responsive
to in-app features and communication, however, they can also be used for marketing purposes.
SMS notifications are used to remind users about upcoming tasks and for marketing purposes.



Quest requires push notifications to be on for it to operate as effectively as possible and also to
foster responsive messaging and interactions.

Accounts

All users on Quest must register an account. For freelancer accounts, you can either sign up as a
private individual or as a business entity using your company’s Business Registration Number.
Quest permits users aged 16 and higher based in Denmark to create accounts to either hire or offer
work. The registration process for freelancers is split into four parts.

In the first section, freelancers will have to enter basic information such as name, profile type,
email address, etc. In the second part, the freelancer will have to create their public profile where
they will upload a profile picture, write a description and choose their work radius and work
schedule. The third part includes the registration of services that the freelancer would like to offer
and the prices that they would want to charge for their services. For the final step, in order to
receive payments from customers on Quest, freelancers will have to register and go through a
verification process via Stripe.

Registration for customer accounts requires basic information such as name, email address,
location and customers would also have to add credit card details in order to pay for services on
Quest.

Users are solely responsible for the content found on their accounts or any activity that occurs on
their accounts. Freelancer profiles can include their name, profile picture, description, pictures and
videos. Profiles are not allowed to feature any contact details such as e-mail or phone number,
advertise third party businesses or share a link to their own website and finally show fraudulent
listings and/or offer any illegal services. Users cannot delete their profiles themselves, if they wish
to have their profile deleted, they must write to hello@naetion.xyz.

Quest reserves the right to call users for specific cases such as account support or order
facilitation in which Quest will help users with registration and other issues that users might face.
Quest also reserves the right to restrict, suspend or terminate accounts that have not fully
registered their profiles 14 days after the start of their profile registration. Quest also reserves the
right to restrict access, suspend or terminate your account if you breach our terms and conditions
and/or our community guidelines. Furthermore, Quest also reserves the right to terminate and
suspend your account, if we are unable to verify or authenticate any information you have given to
us.

Stripe Registration

The Stripe registration process may vary depending on if you have an individual freelancer account
or a business freelancer account. When registering with Stripe, individual freelancers will have to
enter basic contact information, the bank account holder name and an IBAN number to receive



earnings on Quest. In most cases, users might also need to upload an identity document and proof
of address. For a business freelancer account, the registration requires basic contact information,
an IBAN number, the bank account holder name, your business name and CVR number. Stripe will
also need more information surrounding your business and business partners who have ownership
of the company. Also for business profiles, Stripe may ask for an identity document and proof of
address. Once the registration with Stripe has been completed, you may have to wait between 24
to 48 hours to have your information reviewed. If Stripe verification fails, you can review and
correct the faulty information, otherwise, you can always chat with Quest customer support.

Finding the right freelancer

Once a customer has created an account, they are able to order freelancers for tasks. Customers
will choose one of our main categories in which they need help. Thereafter, they will need to
provide additional information for the filter such as the expertise, price range, date, time, and
location. Hereafter, the customer will have the option to either browse for freelancers themselves
or press on “Get 3 offers.”

If a customer chooses to browse themselves, they will receive a list of freelancers, which fulfill the
criteria they have entered into the filter, where they can scroll down the list and find the freelancer
they prefer. If a customer chooses to “Get 3 offers,” the information surrounding the task will be
sent out to all freelancers who fulfill the criteria. The first three freelancers to accept and show
interest in the task are shown to the customer who can thereby choose one freelancer of the three
to perform the task. Freelancers can find and apply to the task under their “requested tasks.”

Booking the freelancer

Once a suitable freelancer has been found for the task, customers will proceed to book them.
When sending a request to the freelancer, customers select the service they wish to receive from
the freelancer and it is also suggested to send additional information surrounding the task by
writing a task description and possibly attaching relevant photos to the booking request. Once the
request has been sent, the request will enter “pending confirmation” which then requires an
answer from the freelancer who can either accept or reject the booking request. The chat between
the customer and freelancer will open once a booking request has been sent from the customer to
the freelancer. Once the task has been accepted, both the freelancer and customer are always able
to reschedule the task if necessary.

Converting to Business

- Denmark

Once an individual freelancer has amassed earnings over 50,000 DKK in a single year, they must
become CVR registered and begin to pay VAT on their services. When having registered a
business, you can convert your individual freelancer profile into a business profile. You can convert



to a business profile under settings. Here, Quest will collect your CVR number, business name,
IBAN number and bank account holder name. Followingly, you will also have to undergo Stripe’s
business registration process which can be read under “Stripe Registration.”

Quality

Quest freelancers must strive to deliver a high-quality standard of work while meeting the
expectations set out by customers. Freelancers must ensure that their work is faultless, fulfils the
requirements set out by the customer, and is of a standard consistent with the level of expertise
indicated under their profile. Quest demands freelancers to abide by community guidelines while
working on a task, which can be found at the bottom of the terms and conditions. Quest has the
right to remove freelancer profiles if they have amassed a series of customer complaints.

Leaving Feedback

Once a task has been completed, customers are asked to review their service encounters.
Customers rate their freelancers from one to five stars. The rating influences the overall rating of
the freelancer and will also influence the position they find themselves in our rankings. Each
written review will be posted on the freelancer’s profile so that other users can see what previous
ratings they have received. Customers also have the ability to share freelancer profiles, in case they
wish to recommend a freelancer to friends and family. Users should give feedback honestly; one
should not be creating fake orders to rate their freelancer account. Quest reserves the right to
remove reviews if they are fraudulent, unfairly rated or if there was human error.

Cancellations

Customers and freelancers are always able to cancel orders up until the moment that they start.
However, the freelancer will be able to reschedule the task. Once the task has started, it is not
possible to cancel the ongoing task. Customers and freelancers can always write to Quest if there
is an issue and Quest will cancel the task. If a freelancer does not show up for a task, Quest
encourages and suggests rescheduling the task.

Disputes

Quest urges users to resolve conflicts between themselves. If it is not possible to resolve the issue
at hand between themselves, users should contact Quest customer service. A dispute can be
raised once;

a) There is a technical error in relation to the payment of services and payouts of earnings
b) A user has violated our community guidelines or terms and conditions

c) There is a refusal from the customer to pay for the service.

d) Freelancer refuses to correctly finalize the task

Once a dispute has been raised with our customer service staff, we will attempt to resolve the
dispute.



Privacy

Freelancers must not violate customer privacy in any way. This may be abusing personal
information for uses outside of Quest or entering premises without the permission of the owner.
Customers must follow the same requirements as freelancers in relation to their privacy.

Stripe

Quest makes use of Stripe’s services in order to facilitate and process payments between users
and payouts of freelancer earnings. Stripe is one of Quest’s data processors which means we
collect certain data such as credit card and bank information for their processing. Payout
transactions fees and payment fees go directly to Stripe.

Freelancer profiles must agree and abide by the Stripe Connected Accounts agreements which can
be found at https://stripe.com/en-gb-dk/connect-account/legal

Insurance

Quest has partnered with Tryg to provide insurance for the tasks provided by freelancers. The
insurance covers damages to property and items during a task that was booked and paid for via
Quest. This insurance does not apply to injuries caused to the freelancer during tasks, however,
any injuries sustained by the customer or third party individuals are covered by the insurance. The
insurance does not cover tasks wherein a degree is required for physical labour, examples of this
could be electrician, plumber, etc. Customers pay for the insurance via a mandatory fee when
purchasing physical services. It is the freelancer’s duty to file an insurance claim, if necessary.
Refraining from filing an insurance claim will result in a breach of our terms and lead to your profile
being suspended and followingly terminated.

Tasks are only covered by Tryg’s insurance if we can see that payment has been completed via the
payment gateway. If payment has not been completed or has been completed outside of the
payment gateway, the insurance is not applicable and no insurance claims can be made in relation
to the task. Lastly, damages or incidents that occur after the task, meaning after payment has been
completed, are also not covered by our insurance. The process for filing an insurance claim is as
follows; freelancers must go to their in-app settings where they will be able to see “File an
Insurance Claim.” This will open up an email that asks the following;

- What was damaged during the task?

- What is the name of the customer?

- What is the phone number connected to your freelancer profile?

By answering these questions, you can file an insurance claim to TRYG through Quest, in which we
refer the claim to TRYG. Our insurance policy includes a deductible of 1,000 DKK. TRYG insurance
will handle the payout of the insurance claim.



Transaction fees

Transaction fees such as insurance and payment processing do apply while making purchases
through the Quest payment gateway. For EU cards, the Stripe transaction fee for paying a
freelancer via the Quest payment gateway is 1.4 per cent of the amount paid to the freelancer plus
a 1.8 DKK Stripe administrative fee. For non-EU cards, there is a 2.9 per cent surcharge and a 1.8
Danish kroner administrative fee. The insurance charge is 5 per cent of the amount paid to the
freelancer. These additional charges account for the processing payment fee and your Quest
insurance. Specifically UK cards have their own rates set at a transaction fee of 2.5 percent plus 1.8
DKK.

Commission

Quest takes a 10 percent commission for facilitating tasks. The commission fee is drawn from the
task value. Customers will be able to see the exact amount of commission that Quest charges
them in their relevant credit note.

Payout

When freelancers receive money from tasks, their earnings go into a Quest wallet. Freelancers do
not immediately receive money earned from tasks. Payouts of their earnings occur automatically
on a bi-monthly basis (every 14 days) platform-wide. When freelancer earnings are paid out,
payout fees are handled and settled by Quest. Freelancers will receive a credit note with
information about the total amount paid out after each task is complete. Stripe has a minimum
payout amount which means that we will not be able to pay out your earnings if it is below 20
DKK. In the Quest app, freelancers are able to view their pending and available balance. Whenever
a freelancer has earned money from a task, that amount will go into their pending balance. It will
take 3 business days for your earnings to move from the pending balance to the available balance
if the freelancer has a Danish bank account. Once a payout occurs, all of the earnings that are in
the available balance will be sent to the freelancer’s bank account.

The duration of business days it will take for your earnings in your pending balance to move to
your available balance might vary depending on the nationality of your bank account. Find out
more about how long it will take for your earnings to move from the pending balance to the
available balance:

https://stripe.com/docs/payouts#payout-schedule

Refund Policy

If you are not pleased with the service provided by Quest, you can ask for a refund. Refunds are
solely given on a case by case basis and the validity of each case is granted by Quest, typically
under extraordinary circumstances. You can receive a refund for a service for up to 7 days from
the date it was performed. You can reach out to us for a refund by contacting us at



hello@naetion.xyz.

“Late Payment Notice”

“Customers who fail to pay the task invoice once a task has been completed will be faced with a
late payment notice. Each late payment notice will include a fee of 100 DKK. If the customer has
failed to pay after having received two late payment notices, Quest will send the case to a debt
collector. “

Interactions outside of Quest

It is required of freelancers to maintain all their customer interactions on Quest. Freelancers or
customers are not allowed to encourage the continuation of interactions and transactions outside
of Quest. All future tasks and orders must be conducted via the Quest platform in the case that the
customer has found the freelancer through Quest in the first place. Freelancers who are funnelling
customers out of Quest for their own gain will be suspended and their profile will be terminated.

Features

Reviews

The Quest app allows customers to rate their freelancers after a job has been done, customers
have the ability to rate them from either one to five stars and write them a review.

Payment Gateway

The Quest app has integrated a payment gateway that allows users to pay for tasks in-app and
also receive earnings.

Insurance

All tasks on Quest are insured for up to 10 million Danish kroner with a 1,000 DKK deductible.

Get 3 Offers

Send out your task to all suitable freelancers and receive 3 offers from available freelancers.

Rankings

The main parameters determining the rankings are a combination of reviews and the filters set by
the customer. Highly rated reviews ensure freelancers show up higher on our rankings, while
location raises freelancers up the rankings if they are close to the customer. To ensure that your
profile can actively influence your ranking, you must collect many highly rated reviews.

Sharing function



Freelancer profiles are sharable. In the case that you have had a great experience and wish to
recommend your freelancer to someone you know, you are able to share their profile.

Legal Code

Governing Law

Quest has its headquarters in Copenhagen, Denmark which means that we are governed by
Danish law. In relation to personal data, Quest is governed by the European General Data
Protection Law and the ePrivacy Regulations. Quest and yourself agree that any legal action that
arises out of or relates to the terms and conditions must be brought only to the courts of
Copenhagen, Denmark.

Privacy Policy

Quest will collect certain personal data through the use of the app and registration. Quest will
collect and process personal information following the guidelines set by our privacy policy.

Limitation of Liability

In no event shall Quest App ApS or any affiliated companies, not including businesses and
freelancers providing services on Quest, be liable for any personal injury, property damages,
financial losses or theft. You agree that Quest App ApS or affiliated companies are not liable for any
defamatory or offensive conduct of other users on our platform. Quest and their users
acknowledge and agree that Quest will not be liable for any other damages arising from the use of
our service. Finally, you agree that Quest is not responsible or liable for lack of payment of service
and Quest is not liable if there are losses incurred due to freelancers not showing up to tasks.

Disclaimer of warranties

The use of the Quest software is at the end user’s own risk. Quest indicates that the software and
the supporting written material are licensed on an “as is” and “as available” basis. Quest makes no
warranty that (i) the service will meet your expectations, (ii) the service will operate continuously,
timely, secure and error-free, (iii) the quality of any services made available by our platform will
meet your requirements and (iv) that any material you access and/or download using our service
is on your own discretion and you will be solely responsible for the effects of doing so.

Intellectual property

We deem that certain content such as the company logo, third party logos and written content
shown on our application and website is our intellectual property and is therefore protected by
copyright laws. You may therefore not use our intellectual property as if it were yours.



Content

Users may upload content on Quest such as pictures, videos, descriptions or reviews. Users are
solely responsible for the content that they publish on Quest. Users may however not publish;

- Content that is politically or racially discriminatory in nature that violates the rights of other
persons

- Contact information such as telephone numbers or email addresses
- Third-party advertisements such as website links or multi-media advertisements
- Unlawful or offensive material

Quest has the right to remove or edit user-generated content if it breaches our standards for
user-generated content.

Register for Foreign Service Providers

Quest advises foreign freelancers to register themselves to the Register for Foreign Service
Providers also referred to as “RUT.” The Register gives the Danish government oversight of foreign
service providers operating in Denmark. Quest’s foreign service providers must inform the
government about the services they provide. If one chooses not to register themselves, one can
face a fine of up to 10,000 DKK. The responsibility of applying to the register lies solely on the
freelancer and registration must happen before beginning to work on Quest.

Work Permit

In order to comply with Danish law, we have the right to ask users who use the platform to work
for work permits. Citizens of countries that are not a part of the European Economic Area and/or
the Nordics are required to present work permits to work on our platform. Freelancers on our
platform that come from the EEA (including Switzerland) or the Nordic countries are not required
to share any work permit as they are self-employed. The Quest Team will contact users
(freelancers) who are required to share work permits via e-mail communication. It is your own
responsibility to apply for a work permit, have a work permit, and keep it updated. You may first
start working on our platform once you have proven that you are eligible for work in Denmark. If
you fail to respond to our work permit request or you do not have a work permit, we reserve the
right to terminate your account on our platform.

General
We reserve the right to terminate your account on Quest. For example, if you violate any of our
community guidelines, terms and conditions or disrupt others' use of Quest, we may suspend or
terminate your use of our services. You, therefore, agree not;

- To abuse, harass or threaten any persons on our platform

- To publish content or materials that are defamatory, pornographic, offensive or that infringes
any copyright.



- To communicate or send offensive or abusive messages.

- To create unwanted spam in the chats.

- To create a fake account with incorrect or falsified information.

- To pay for services outside of the payment gateway and organise future tasks outside of the
platform.

We may revise our terms and conditions from time to time. The most current version of our
terms and conditions will count as the active version. We will notify you once we have made
changes to our terms and conditions via either email or in-app notification. By continuing to use
our services, you agree to be bound by our new terms and conditions.

If you have any questions regarding our terms and conditions, feel free to contact our Quest team
at hello@naetion.xyz. We will try to answer any questions you may have as fast as possible.

End-User License Agreement
In relation to the Apple App Store End-User License Agreement, Quest follows Apple Inc.’s

standard EULA for developers which can be found at;

https://www.apple.com/legal/internet-services/itunes/dev/stdeula/.

Quest provides their own End-User License Agreement for Google Play, in which, Quest
acknowledges that the EULA is concluded solely between Quest and the end-user. This agreement
grants the end-user a non-transferable, limited, and revocable license to use the license
application on any products using Google Play that the end-user owns or controls.

Quest is free to download and use which means that to the extent that any maintenance or
support is required by law, Quest will solely be obligated to provide maintenance and support. The
Quest app is provided on an “as-is” basis, Quest disclaims all warranties about the Quest App to
the fullest extent permitted by law. To the extent that the warranty is permitted by law, Quest is
solely responsible for such a warranty. Quest does not make any warranties in relation to the
Quest App, if the end-user has any claims arising from the use of the Quest App, Quest is solely
responsible to address these claims, which may include but are not limited to, (i) product liability
claims; (ii) any claim that the Licensed Application fails to conform to any applicable legal or
regulatory requirement; and (iii) claims arising under consumer protection, privacy or similar
legislation."

Quest and the End-User acknowledge that Quest is responsible for addressing any claims of the
End-Users and other related third parties. In the event of a third party claiming that the licensed
applications infringe on their intellectual property, Quest is solely responsible for the investigation,
defence, settlement, and discharge of the intellectual property infringement claim.



The end-user must admit and warrant that they are not located in a country that is listed on the
U.S Government list of prohibited or restricted parties. End-users must also comply with
third-party terms of agreements when using the licensed application. Furthermore, the end-user
shall use our software and application in accordance with our terms of licensing. The end-user
shall not attempt to (a) decrypt or reverse engineer Quest’s software and application, (b) break any
laws or regulations in connection with the use of our application, (c) make the application available
to other users over a network.

If you fail to comply with our EULA agreement, we may at our sole discretion terminate your
license to use the application, and thereby also terminate your rights afforded to you by the EULA
agreement.

If you have any questions regarding this EULA, please contact:

Quest App ApS

Ringgade 3
6240 Løgumkloster
hello@naetion.xyz

Quest’s community guidelines

Introduction
Quest is cultivating a collaborative community surrounding our company values of authenticity,
respect, and reliability.

Authenticity
Misrepresentation of personal information and skills
You should not provide us with a false name, address, or profile picture. You should not create an

account under the age of 16. It is strictly prohibited to upload fake and/or incorrect documentation
of yourself. Your profile should not contain misleading or false information in your description. For

example, you may not lie about your skills or attained education. Uploading fraudulent proof of

education is also forbidden.

Respect
Theft, discriminatory behaviour and breaking financial commitments You may not take

property that is not yours, it is forbidden to steal equipment or take property from someone’s
home. You should treat everyone with respect, you may not use abusive or discriminatory
language. Everyone should be treated likewise, no matter what race, sexuality, or gender. You may
not go back on your word; you must pay for a task once it’s been completed satisfactorily. Failure
of payment after a service is completed is not allowed. You may also not renegotiate the payment
once it has been agreed upon.



Reliability
Breaking commitments, being unresponsive & registering your preliminary tax

assessment.
You are not allowed to break commitments by not showing up or not fully completing the task at

hand, freelancers must be present for the entire duration of the task. You may not be unresponsive
while communicating on the platform. You will need to register your preliminary tax assessment as
you will be in charge of the payment, you will need to pay the VAT on your service. Undeclared
work will not be tolerated.

Definitions

“Freelancer” means service provider/freelancers who have signed our partnership agreements and

offer their services on the Quest platform.

“Customer” is the person ordering a freelancer for a task.

“User” refers to all users on the Quest platform.

“Quest app” is the digital application called Quest provided by Quest App ApS to enable Users to
order household services from freelancers.

“Quest” refers to Quest App ApS, Ringgade 3, 6240 Løgumkloster, Denmark

” Task” describes the service a freelancer performs for a customer.

“Receipt” refers to our digitalized version of proof of payment.

“SKAT” is the danish tax authority.

“hourly basis” refers to freelancers earning an hourly wage.

“Apple” means Apple Inc.

“Google” means Google Inc.

“Expertise” refers to the area of service that they offer to customers.

“End-User” refers to the person who ultimately uses or is intended to ultimately use the Quest



application.

“Affiliate company” is an external company that has a connection to Quest without having a
presence on the platform.

“Physical” refers to all tasks that take place in person.


